
NOVEMBER 3 - DECEMBER 3

OPENING RECEPTION WITH THE ARTIST
Friday, November 3, 2017, 5:00-7:00 p.m.

GALLERY TALK WITH THE ARTIST
AND BOOK SIGNING

“Charles Arnoldi: Paper” a new book  by Radius Books
Saturday, November 4, 3:00- 4:00 p.m. at the gallery

FILM PREMIERE:
CHARLES ARNOLDI: TRUE BELIEVER
A documentary film by Dale Schierholt

Thursday, November 9, 6:30 p.m.
Center for Contemporary Arts

1050 Old Pecos Trail, Santa Fe, NM
Call the CCA box office at 505-982-1338 in advance for free tickets.

Sponsored by Charlotte Jackson Fine Art and Art Santa Fe Presents.

CHARLOTTE JACKSON FINE ART

554 SOUTH GUADALUPE STREET, SANTA FE, NM | 505.989.8688 | www.charlottejackson.com

Still Working, celebrates quintessential artist Charles Arnoldi with an exhibition of new work, a book
signing for the brand new book Charles Arnoldi: Paper by Radius Books, and a screening of the doc-
umentary film about the artist, Charles Arnoldi: True Believer by film-maker Dale Schierholt. 

Featuring new works from the past few years, Still Working, pairs Arnoldi’s familiar large format canvases
(up to 7+ feet) with smaller works on paper. The works themselves range among Arnoldi’s unique
array of styles – teasing out new explorations and amalgamations. Color, form, depth, the creation
of space and dimension – these are the lenses that Arnoldi offers the viewer as a way to see art and
the world. Whether it is the energetic, almost frenetic scattering of colored lines from a work like
Mustang or Chevrolet, the endless tangle of a work like Arsenal, or a new, less hard-edged take on
geometric color blocks such as two new untiled 2017 works – Arnoldi is a master at interweaving the
varied visual languages which he has carefully developed over decades.

No matter the size, palette, or language, there is something uniquely Arnoldi’s that comes through
in each piece: an un-cynical and unsentimental dedication to the making of art. Each piece offers a
viewpoint, an expression, a world to translate. Still Working gives the viewer an opportunity not only
to explore these dynamic works of art – but provides a vision of what it means to be an artist.

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

MACHU PICCHU SERIES
Stack Up, 2017, oil on canvas, 106 x 90 inches

CHARLES ARNOLDI:  STILL WORKING


